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Federal agencies continually face pressure to modernize processes and
increase efficiency. Commonly, the term digital transformation is thrown
around as a solution to these pressures and the variety of productivity
challenges found at the federal level.
But what does digital transformation really mean?

The true depth and benefits of digital transformation can empower federal
agencies to return their focus on delivering on the promise they represent
— superior constituent service and program delivery. No matter the process,
role or department, true digital transformation can benefit every inch of
your organization.

The common misconception is that digital transformation is all about
replacing paper with electronic documents. But this is really just one piece of
the problem. After all, if you simply replace the paper, then all you have are
the same manual processes shuffling around electronic documents instead.

Unfortunately, it can be difficult to know where to start your agency’s digital
transformation journey. To find success in your modernization efforts, using
the correct technology tools is crucial. But investing in multiple, disconnected
applications will only lead to different challenges that could actually make
your organization less efficient.

In reality, there are six key parts of digital transformation that drive
efficiency at federal agencies:

The good news is a single investment could drive the whole of your

•• Automatic electronic capture of documents and data

digital transformation efforts: a content services platform.

•• Mobile information access
•• Speedy development of new applications
•• Automation of manual, paper-driven processes
•• Integration between systems new and old
•• Simplified, secure sharing of documents and information
with extra-agency organizations
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Most government transactions begin, progress and end with paper. Providing
collaboration options and ending the cost and time associated with paper
saves your organization’s budget and improves staff efficiency. Being
paperless means finally being able to move to mobile access and online
services. A content services platform offers that potential by eliminating
paper-created silos with a single, secure, central repository.
Investing in a content services platform provides your organization and staff
with a collection of tools that enables end-to-end control over your agency’s
processes. Add web-based access to these tools and your information
repository, and you have the foundation to deliver on the promise of true
digital transformation.
But how specifically can a content services platform actually help your
agency? The right solution will provide the following six capabilities that
answer the demands of IT modernization at the federal level:
1. Automated capture: No matter how documents come in to your
organization — as paper, email, electronic file, etc. — your content services
platform has to be able to capture them electronically and automatically
identify relevant information. Doing so removes your staff’s focus on
manual data entry and turns it back towards program delivery.
2. Mobile and web access: Once your system captures the information, it
can’t just sit there like it used to in a filing cabinet. A content services
platform provides remote access from mobile devices and the web to
make it easy for your staff to find the information they need to make
good, timely decisions. You can even place this content on the web
for citizen access.

3. Case management tools: Case management tools provide your IT staff
with a rapid application platform to develop solutions as new challenges
arise. It also guarantees that when adjustments to existing applications are
necessary, they are handled quickly without the need to bring in outside
help. Building your agency’s applications on a single platform also cuts
down on the confusion of weaving together multiple separate systems
for each department.
4. Business process automation (BPM): This toolset enables your federal
agency to automate the slow and error-prone manual steps that make
up too much of every process in a paper world. With documents and
information already captured electronically, BPM is able to automate
unnecessary manual work and provide visibility into your processes.
This leads to faster decisions and simplified compliance efforts.
5. Integration: A good content services platform is able to connect to your
existing technology investments and extend their capabilities. Connecting
your other systems to a central integration hub means all data stays up to
date without the need to re-key information. This also prevents IT sprawl
by helping to ensure you organization is not just a series of disconnected
applications that IT is forced to keep afloat.
6. Enterprise file sync and share (EFSS): Work at a federal agency is rarely
self-contained. Government work relies on reviews from outside agencies
and organizations. An EFSS tool provides an integrated and secure way
to share and review documents and information for extra-agency efforts
while providing an audit trail of activity.
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The following sections of this ebook detail each of these
capabilities and what they specifically provide for a federal
agency trying to navigate the modernization minefield.
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Automated capture: Freeing staff from manual data entry
Digital transformation for federal agencies begins and ends with developing a good capture strategy. Managing the volumes of documents and information
can be an insurmountable task when it revolves around paper files and manual data entry. Investing in a content services platform provides your organization
with the capture tools required to build a capture strategy that is fast and efficient enough to keep up with demand:

Automated electronic capture
No matter how a document enters your agency, a content services platform can capture it
electronically, automatically identify the necessary information and store it in the correct location
for easy retrieval. Capture technology with optical character recognition (OCR) can read paper and
transfer data without manual entry, allowing you to re-allocate staff time, make faster progress on
transactions, and eliminate errors that come from typing thousands of data points into systems.

Electronic forms
Replacing paper with electronic forms (eforms) is of the utmost importance for digital
transformation. This enables processes to start faster while ensuring all necessary information is
collected up front. Eforms also open up the possibility of web-based services for constituents.
This means citizens don’t need to come to your agency and fill out paper forms for services such
as Freedom of Information (FOI) requests or plan review. This lightens demands on staff, while
providing constituents with the services they expect in today’s IT environment.
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Mobile access: Getting information
into the right hands — literally
The work never stops coming in to federal agencies. So why should the information that
fuels government processes be trapped in a filing cabinet or desktop computer? To truly
drive digital modernization efforts, the right content services platform needs to be more
than just a central electronic repository for documents and information. It also needs to
ensure that nothing stands in the way of staff accessing criticaldata when necessary.

Mobile access via smartphones and the web drives efficiency and ensures that
work doesn’t stop just because someone doesn’t happen to be in the office or
right at their desk.
Federal processes can rely on many staff members to get a job done. When some of those
people spend part or most of their time in the field, waiting for them to go out into the
field, collect the necessary data, return to the office and finally input that data or turn in
a form slows work down to a crawl.
Mobile access to eforms and all of the information stored in your content services platform
means field staff don’t need to make return trips to the office if they forget a file or need to
drop one off. As soon as they have the information, so does the rest of your staff. When
questions come in, the waiting game for reports no longer exists. You can answer
constituent questions immediately. And staff and citizens are happier in the long run.
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Business process automation: Giving back control over your processes
Many federal agencies face the reality of reduced staff and budget cuts —
while also being charged with modernization mandates. This contradiction
can seem to make digital transformation efforts an impossibility, but the
reality is IT modernization can be the answer to these challenges.
Choosing a content services platform that has built-in business process
management (BPM) tools can reduce the strain on your staff by removing
much of the time-consuming and tedious manual work found in-between the
crucial tasks within your processes. One of the key capabilities BPM offers is
workflow software. Workflow provides capabilities to help you deal with less
staff and reduced budgets. It also supports the crucial need to improve and
accelerate your agency’s processes.
BPM workflows bring the following benefits to your federal agency:
1. Speeds processes: By automating processes, you complete tasks without
staff interaction. You can even eliminate certain tasks. Using workflow
management translates into the completion of more tasks and automated
flagging of exceptions that require the attention of a staff member. Your
staff only become involved only when it’s time to review or make a decision.

3. Supports compliance: Finishing work faster is an admirable goal, but it
cannot come at the cost of compliance with federal laws or regulations.
Federal programs have rules to follow, as do your grantees. Workflows
can remind staff of required documentation or tasks and email the same
reminders to your grantees, applicants or extra-agency colleagues with
whom you collaborate. It also ensures that work is done the same way
every time, removing the risk of error associated with paper-based and
manual tasks.
4. Provides process transparency: Moving to paperless processing with
workflow means understanding where a transaction is in a process
and simplifying the identification of bottlenecks and impediments
— empowering your agency to build faster processes. It also helps
managers understand the status of individual transactions and see
the speed at which program and service delivery move.
All in all, BPM automation tools remove unnecessary steps to enable faster
processes and decisions while simplifying your agency’s compliance efforts.

2. Simplifies prioritization: A workflow process that knows the rules of
programs — things like supporting documentation for eligibility or
deadlines you must meet — helps to ensure staff focus on the highestpriority work. BPM organizes task into what is ready for staff to move to
based on order of need, statute or other rules.
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Case management tools: Build the applications your agency needs — now
Federal agencies constantly face an ebb and flow in the details of their assigned “missions” based on the political cycle, national need and new funding
for programs. When this happens, your IT department is immediately put behind the eight ball when it comes to making sure your systems match agency
needs. This is especially true when IT staff is overburdened with keeping separate legacy systems up-to-date for each department.
That’s why it’s so important to have a platform in place that empowers your agency to quickly adjust your existing applications and develop
new solutions when the time comes.
A content services platform with case management capabilities provides a single point to develop and control your organization’s applications.
This provides your agency with some specific benefits that will make it more agile and remove the risk of outdated and difficult to maintain systems:

Rapid application
development

Combining automation
and content

Flexibility and
scalability

Case management tools built on top of content

You don’t want to just replicate your old manual processes

Most importantly, building your applications

services empowers your solutions team to quickly

with a similar electronic application. Choosing a platform

on top of a single platform enables them to

develop applications using a single, central platform.

that combines case management tools, BPM and content

change and grow as quickly as your agency

This removes the time and cost associated with

services enables your staff to see data, content and

does. Modernization efforts never really end.

finding an out-of-the-box system that fits your

processes in one place. This drives efficiency through

Consolidating the bulk of your application

agency’s needs. That also mean fewer systems for

automation that prompts staff with timers, reminders and

onto a single platform means as new trends

your IT staff to learn and keep updated. Investing

notifications regardless of which application they use.

arise, they can easily be rolled out in all areas.

in a single tool for application development means

Doing so keep processes moving and drives efficiency by

That way, when the winds of government

you’ll start delivering nn solutions, faster.

removing unnecessary steps. And by connecting these

change, your agency isn’t immediately behind.

applications to your content repository, all of your existing
data and documents are immediately available without the
time commitment of having to re-enter all of it.
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Integration hub:
Get the most out of your technology investments
Despite the versatility of a content services platform, it isn’t going to replace every system
your agency relies on. There will always be outside applications that fit specific needs or
legacy systems so entrenched that they cannot be immediately removed. But that doesn’t
mean they should exist as information siloes that require you to jump in and out of separate
systems just to complete a single task.
Driving digital transformation at your agency means doing more than just continuously
adding disparate systems as new needs arise. This can create an entirely new problem known
as IT sprawl, where your IT department becomes overburdened with an unrealistic number
of systems to maintain — making it impossible to keep up with agency needs.
At its heart, digital transformation is about creating a holistic collection of solutions that share
information back and forth so your staff always has what they need to do their jobs right at
their fingertips. A content services platform can help you achieve that goal. The right platform
will be able to connect directly to your existing systems to create an integration hub without
costly and time-consuming custom coding requirements. Doing so extends the value of your
existing technology investments, and helps battle the challenges associated with IT sprawl.

An integration hub ensures your staff have the most up-to-date information no
matter what application they are working in. When data is updated or added to
one system, it is instantly updated in the others as well. In the end this leads to
faster and more well-informed decisions.
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Enterprise file sync and share:
Simplifying agency collaboration
Consultation and collaboration with other agencies or external organizations is part of life at the
federal level. Too often this translates into emails back and forth with no convenient and secure
way to share documents and content like reports, photos, videos and more. The essential task
of securing critical content and providing tools for outside collaboration is difficult.
Your agency’s digital transformation shouldn’t be limited to within its four walls. You also need
to transform the way you work with other government and private-sector entities. Choosing
a content services solution with an enterprise file sync and share (EFSS) toolset achieves this
by delivering a solution that simplifies some of the most crucial activities in government —
document and content delivery, sharing and review. An EFSS allows you to share any necessary
information with external or internal groups with specific restrictions on who can read it or
make changes to it. It also keeps an audit trail of all activities and provides version control tools
that allow your staff to go back and see what was changed. This provides clarity into extraagency processes as well as accountability.

Digital transformation at
the federal level needs the
collaboration that EFSS
offers to achieve the goal
of faster process

Most importantly, having the connection between the content services platform and EFSS
application means you can share this information directly from you core system. No saving out
files to repackage and send away. It removes the mess and encourages fast, efficient collaboration.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE LONG RUN
When it comes down to it, digital transformation is not only an investment in modernization for your
agency now, but prepares for when needs change in the future. The only constant is change, so choosing
a flexible and adaptive content services platform enables you to lay an IT foundation that plans for future
growth instead of only answering today’s needs. Doing so will head off the difficulties of IT sprawl and
save you serious time and capital investments in the future when you reach the limits of specific custom
systems. It also drives efficiency and empowers your agency to be more connected than ever before.

Most importantly, it enables your staff to focus on the most important things — providing
superior program delivery and service.
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